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Happy Holidays!
As we go into the holiday season, all of us at Asmark would like to wish you a Merry Christmas and a
safe and prosperous New Year. \'Ie appreciate your business and look forward to working with you in
the upcoming new year.

Welcome Aboard!
We would like to extenda big welcometo our newestcustomersfrom IMC AgriBusiness,Inc. All the
Asmarkstaff is excitedaboutthe opportunityand lookforwardto workingwith the new locations.
We're proud to announce that Dan Ray has joined our staff at Asmark. Dan has 10 years of compliance
experience with agricultural businesses. Previously he was self-employed performing compliance
services on contract to organizations much like our customers. He will continue to reside in Mahomet,
Illinois with his wife Becky and family. Dan went right to work by helping us with the Emergency
Response course. He worked with our contract trainer to help teach the November classes. Dan will
primarily travel through the winter months performing compliance visits and work on special projects
during the rest of the year. We welcome Dan and we're glad to have him on our team.
Inspection Alert!
Inspectors from the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) have been making unannounced inspections
on facilities that receive anhydrous ammonia by rail. Specifically, the inspector is looking for the
presence and evidence of use of the items necessary to transfer the contents of an ammonia car to storage
and documented training for the individuals making the transfer. The training is required under HM126F
as part of the employee's "function specific". Three of our customers have been inspected so far and
they were advised of a follow-up inspection which would occur sometime within the next 6 months.
Emergency Response Course a Success
When the invitations were first sent out our goal was to enroll 80 participants in four weeks of the
Emergency Response course. Once the dust had settled 189 participants had graduated the course over
eight weeks of training. The interest and turnout for the course has been great. Comments from the
participants and training evaluations exceeded our expectations for this type of course. We would like to
thank Denis Doonan and Brian Miller with Crop Production Services as well as Joe Zoglmann with
Miles Farm Supply for their input and help in making the course a success. Watch your calendar for
invitations to the next round of training courses tentatively scheduled for July and August of 1997.

Congratulations!
To Gary Baumhardt, MarketingManagerfor Crop ProductionServicesfor his recent election to the
Boardof Directorsof the IllinoisFertilizer& ChemicalAssociation.

HM-200 Update
Despite the exhaustive efforts of the Illinois Fertilizer & Chemical Association, ARA and many other
individuals, the DOT is expected to finalize HM-200, the federal rule that would preempt state-specific
agricultural exceptions by extending the Federal Hazardous Materials Regulations to all intrastate
transportation of hazardous materials in commerce. Implementation of HM-200 will probably occur
around January 1, 1998, unless industry efforts to further challenge the rule provide a delay.
Word-or-Mouth is the Best.......
From time to time we run across a supplier who's services and/or products help us operate our business
better or more efficiently. We've tried to pass along to our customers the information that might also
help them with their business. We recently checked into leasing our vehicles and wound up on the
doorstep ofGE Capital Fleet Services. (Yes it stands for General Electric and No we don't really have a
fleet) Mr. Bill Lott with GE Capital worked with us and our accountant to prepare the lease
arrangement that was best for our circumstances. We found out that GE Capital can lease anything from
an automobile to the largest piece of application equipment. If interested we recommend you contact
Bill at 800-877-2931 or 502-452-1192.
Michigan Backs Responsible Employers
An amendment to the Michigan OSHA program allows citations issued to responsible employers to be
dismissed if employees fail to use provided safety equipment or comply with safety training and policies.
The bill states that citations for alleged violations would be dismissed if the employer documents that
safety equipment or training had been provided, employees were educated regarding the use of
equipment or implementation of the training, and reasonable steps (including disciplinary action, where
appropriate) had been taken to ensure that the employees used the equipment and complied with the
training.
Update Possible ror Hours-or-Service Rules
The trucking industry is excited with the opportunity to explain why the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) should change it's hours-of-service rules for the first time since the early 60's.
The FHWA published an advanced notice of proposed rulemaking in the November 5th Federal Register.
The FHWA said it is nearing completion of it's studies on the subject and is seeking any "research,
operational tests or pilot regulatory programs conducted anywhere in the world." The FHWA has posted
a series of questions in it's request for comments. Copies of the questions are available by calling our
office. Comments are due March 31, 1997 and may be sent to: Federal Highway Administration, Attn:
FHWA Docket MC-96-28 Docket Clerk, 400 Seventh Street SW, Washington, DC 20590.
Individual State HazMat Fee Unconstitutional
A Wisconsin appeals court has found a state regulation imposing a $400 fee on HazMat shipments to be
unconstitutional. The court ruled that only Congress had the authority to regulate interstate commerce.
This ruling may help to dismantle some state's momentum towards organizing state-specific registration
programs.

Risk Management Plan - Fallout
As we learn more about how the requirements of the new Risk Management Plan (RMP) is going to
effect us, it came as no surprise to learn that the only overall exemption from the RMP is ammonia used
as an agricultural nutrient, when held by farmers.

New & Improved for 1997!
We have just completed a thorough review of our video-based training program and the system currently
used to distribute the monthly and annual training kits. Based on the results of the review we have made
the following improvements:
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each video has been reviewed for technical content and the scenes affected by recent changes
in the regulations have been re-shot and replaced.
each location's schedule of videos has been revised to include only the subjects applicable to
that location.
a schedule which includes ship dates and pickup dates will be provided for the entire year.
three new videos have been added to the monthly lineup replacing two "non-required"
videos.
the Employee Handbook has been revised accordingly.
test questions for each subject have been revised to weed out "bad" wording or questions.
the number of test questions has been increased to six to help determine passing scores.
certificates have been remodeled and includes instructions designed to reduce "follow-ups"
aluminum cases have been replaced with cardboard boxes.
each package shipped will be assigned a control number.
each location's file copies of the documentation of monthly training will be returned to them
in their training kit. (ex. January documentation shipped with the March training kit)

Please watch the mail for your 1997 video schedule and information regarding some changes in the
procedures for the video-based training. Please review the information very closely. We hope the
improvements to the video-based training program will be beneficial to you. As always, we welcome
your suggestions and comments because many ofthis years changes were prompted by your feedback.
HazMat Clarification
The Fertilizer Institute (TFI) recently requested clarification from the DOT as to whether the Hazardous
Materials Regulations apply to non-pressurized nitrogen fertilizer with a free ammonia content of 0.05
percent (28-32% UAN). Summarized, the DOT responded the "described material" did not meet the
definition of a Class 2 compressed gas and therefore is not a hazardous material as defined by the DOT.
NOTE: We've found this question to be confusing for many of our customers and this clarification
should be noted because it not only affects the DOT classification but may also help explain some related
regulatory questions (i.e. SARA Title III reports).
TRI and Small Petroleum Bulk Facilities
Once again, EPA has proposed to expand the toxic release inventory (TRI) requirements. The action has
created some question as to whether small petroleum bulk facilities fall under the proposed TRI
requirements because of EPA's broad interpretation of "manufacture and process" activities. Under the
proposal, terminal activities such as gasoline blending, reformulation and additization are recognized as
manufacturing. According to EPA, repackaging and storage activities fall under the definition of
"process" for the purposes of triggering TRI reporting. The 25,000 pound per year threshold for
reporting doesn't apply to the petroleum products, but to the weight of all the hazardous constituents
such as benzene, toluene, ethyl benzene, etc. Since the weight of the constituents are usually only a
fraction of the total weight of a product, most bulk plants would be eliminated from reporting. By not
specifically including SIC code 5172 entirely, EPA thought that it had excluded the small facilities from
reporting. If you operate a petroleum bulk facility, large or small you may want to follow the progress of
this proposal.

OSHA Proposes Elimination of Unnecessary Rules
The agency is proposing to removes rules that duplicate or conflict with the regulations of other federal
agencies. Published in the July 22, 1996 Federal Register (FR), the proposal is based on a line by line
review of the current regulations. Proposed revisions include the deletion of loading and unloading
operations and cylinder marking requirements for liquefied petroleum gases (1910.110); deletion of the
safety requirements for transporting anhydrous ammonia (1910.111); removal of the marking
requirements for color coding physical hazards (1910.144) and deletion of the requirement for obtaining
a physician's approval of first aid supplies (1910.151). Passage should be a sure bet. We'll print the
final outcome in a later newsletter.
Missouri Stormwater

Permit Deadline

A Missouri Department of Natural Resources regulation requires all existing agrichemical facilities be in
compliance with the rule by January 13, 1997. The exact scope of the rule is in question. The Missouri
Ag Industries Council (Mo-Ag) has asked for a clarification of the definition of an "agrichemical
facility". By definition, an agrichemical facility (for the purpose of this rule) is any site, with the
exception of chemical production facilities, where bulk agrichemicals are stored in nonmobile containers
or dedicated containers, and are being mixed, applied, repackaged or transferred between containers for
more than thirty consecutive days per year. Missouri "agrichemical" facilities may want to review this
rule and watch for the outcome of the Mo-Ag clarification.

WPS Re-Labeling Problems???

.

Efforts by manufacturers on re-labeling product affected by the October 23, 1996 WPS de~(Uineseem to
be all across the board. Some registrants have stepped up to the plate and impleme~ted effective
programs to work with the distributors and retailers while other manufacturers seem to be skirting the
issue. Here are two contacts which may help if you are experiencing re-labeling problems. Call EPA at
703-305-7666 or Ray McAllister, Director of Regulatory Affairs for the American Crop Protection
Association at 202-872-3874. We'll also be glad to help if we can.
NIOSH Warns Sandblasters
The National Institute for Occupational Safety & Health (NIOSH) has issued a warning against using airpurifying and powered-air purifying respirators for abrasive sandblasting work. NIOSH advises using
type CE abrasive-blast supplied air respirators. There are four kinds of type CE abrasive-blast
respirators: continuous-flow respirators with a loose-fitting hood (25); continuous-flow respirators with a
tight-fitting face piece (50); positive-pressure respirators with a tight-fitting half-mask face piece (1000);
and positive pressure respirators with tight-fitting full face pieces (2000). Assigned protection factors
are shown in parenthesis.
Fuel Pumping Rate Regulated
New EPA regulations require petroleum marketers with retail facilities pumping more than 10,000
gallons per month to retrofit gasoline and methanol dispensers with 10 gallon per minute flow regulator
devices. Marketers whose volume is under 10,000 gallons per month do not have to install the flow
regulators until 1998. The 10 gallon per minute flow is the maximum allowable flow rate under the new
rule.

